10th May 2009
RESULTS - Tousist 1-17 Sneem/Derrynane 1-13
Sneem/Derrynane made the long trip to Lauragh on Saturday evening to play
Tousist in Div3 of the county league. This was a very competitive game
yielding 32 scores. Tousist took an early lead through a Liam O'Shea 45 but
the visitors replied with a Ronan Hussey free to level matters. A Mike
O'Sullivan pointed free for Tousist free was soon followed by a Darren Breen
free for Sneem/Derrynane to level matters at 2 points each after 10 minutes of
play. Sneem/Derrynane then sprung to life with a brilliant move involving
Brendan Galvin, Ronan Hussey and Joe Corridan who gave the final pass to
Brendan Hussey who fired to the net to the delight of the travelling supporters.
This was quickly added by a Darren Breen point to put Sneem/Derrynane 1-3
to 0-2 ahead. A Liam O'Shea free for Tousist was followed by two points for
the visitors the first a fine point by Brendan Teehan and the second from wide
on the left by Ronan Hussey to leave the score 1-5 to 0-3 in favour of
Sneem/Derrynane. Tousist to their credit came back with four unanswered
points to make it 1-5 to 0-7.Another Ronan Hussey point for
Sneem/Derrynane before Mike O'Sullivan got two Tousist points to level the
scores. A James Healy point left Tousist leading 0-10 to 1-6 at the break.
A point from Mike O'Sullivan was cancelled by a Joe Corridan point before
Tousist upped the tempo with a Flor Sullivan point which was then followed by
a cracking goal from Mike O'Sullivan to leave it 1-11 to 1-7 in favour of
Tousist. A Ronan Hussey point after good work by Adrian O'Sullivan and was
soon followed by points from Darren Breen [free] and Joe Corridan. A Ronan
Hussey point left it all square only for the home team to add two quick points
to leave it 1-13 to 1-11 with 10 minutes to go. A point from roving corner back
Adrian O'Sullivan for Sneem/Derrynane followed to leave the game finely
balanced. Two well worked Tousist points left it 1-15 to 1-12. A Darren Breen
pointed free cut the deficit to two points with time nearly up but it was Tousist
who had the final say with two points to claim victory on the scoreline of 1-17
to 1-13.

